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論文内容の要旨  

Summary of thesis contents 

 

Observations of the high-redshift Universe（z≧6) with the 21 cm line from neutral 

hydrogen are attracting interests of astrophysicists and cosmologists because it is 

expected to open up a new window to the early phases of the cosmolog1cal structure 

formation. After the recombination of hydrogens (z～1000), there existed a period 

during which any luminous astrophysical object had not been born yet. This era is 

called “the cosmic dark age”.  After the dark age, first luminous objects formed at 

around z～  30, and this epoch is called “the cosmic dawn" or just “the late time of 

the dark age”.  After this epoch, X-rays emitted from the remnants of the 1uminous 

objects ionize the inter-galactic medium (IGM). This epoch is called the epoch of 

re-ionization (EOR)”.  It is very difficult to observe these past epochs by optical 

telescopes, because neutral hydrogen gas is not transparent for optical or higher 

frequency light. However, we can observe these epochs by using the 21 cm line which 

was emitted by the neutral hydrogen gas itself. This is the reason why the 

observation of the 21 cm line is attracting attentions recently.  

Using the observation of the 21 cm line, we can study not only how the epoch when 

the Universe was re-ionized, but also we can obtain information about the density 

fluctuations of matter because the distribution of neutral hydrogen traces that of cold 

dark matter (CDM). Therefore, as in the case of the cosmic microwave background 

(CMB) or galaxy surveys, we can utilize the observation of the 21 cm line to constrain 

cosmological parameters such as the Omega parameter for the energy density of CDM, 

c, or that of dark energy, .  

Besides, the 21 cm line observation has some advantages over the others. First, the 

21cm line observation enables us to survey very far past eras and wide redshift 

ranges (21 cm tomography).  Secondly, in such a high redshift era, the non-linear 

effect on the growth of fluctuations is smaller than that in later epochs. Therefore, 

theoretical uncertainties in the predictions for the 2l cm line observations is much 

smaller than that for galaxy surveys. 

Under this background, in this thesis, the author has discussed the sensitivity of 

these cosmological observations to the neutrino properties such as the sum of the 

masses of all neutrino species, m, the neutrino mass hierarchy, the effective 

number of neutrino species N (the extra radiation component) and the lepton 

asymmetry  of our Universe, focusing on future observations of the 21 cm line 

radiation coming from the epoch of the re-ionization (7≦z≦10),  measurements of 

the CMB polarization produced by a gravitational lensing and the baryon oscillation 

(BAO) observation.  As the target future 21 cm line observations, the Square 

Kilometer Array (SKA) and the Omniscope are taken up.  As the future precise CMB 

polarization experiments, POLARBEAR-2, Simons Array and CMBPol are considered.  

As the BAO experiment, the Dark Energy Spectroscopic Instrument (DESI) is 

selected.  
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The main results on the total neutrino mass are summarized as follows.  

 The sensitivity to the total neutrino mass and the number of species can be 

significantly improved by adding the BAO experiments to the CMB experiments, 

although for m～0.1 eV, it is impossible to detect the nonzero neutrino mass at 

2σ level even by using the combination of Simons Array and DESI. By adding the 

21 cm experiments (SKA phase I) to the CMB experiment, a substantial 

improvement is expected.  

 By using Planck + Simons Array + BAO (DESI) + SKA phase I, we can detect the 

nonzero neutrino mass (but it is necessary to remove foregrounds with a high 

degree of accuracy). For m～0.06 eV, corresponding to the lowest value in the 

normal hierarchy of the neutrino mass, we need the sensitivity of SKA phase II in 

order to detect the nonzero neutrino mass. 

In order to study the determination of the neutrino mass hierarchy, the author has 

introduced a new parameter r =(m3-m1)/m as the estimator for the hierarchy and 

obtained the following results: 

 By adopting the combinations of the Planck + Simons Array + BAO (DESI) + SKA 

phase II, we will be able to determine the hierarchy to be inverted or normal for 

m≦0.l eV or m≦0.06eV at 2σ，respectively. 

Finally, the author obtained following results for the constraints on the lepton 

asymmetry. 

 In the absence of extra radiation, by combining the 21 cm observations with the 

CMB observations, we can constrain  with a better accuracy than the method 

using the primordial abundances of light elements, even if the BBN information 

is not used. Such an improvement cannot be achieved by the CMB observation 

alone. 

 The 21 cm observations can substantially improve the constraints on extra 

radiation compared with the case of the CMB observations alone, and allow us to 

distinguish between the lepton asymmetry and extra radiation. 

On the basis of these results, the author concludes that the 21cm observations can 

become a powerful probe of neutrinos and the origin of matter in the Universe and 

that it is essential to combine the 21cm observation with the precise CMB 

polarization observations to break various degeneracies in cosmological parameters 

when we perform the multiple-parameter fittings. 


